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Shobha Bhagwat plays with children at Garware Balbhavan in Sarasbaug for children.

A two-acre plot opposite the municipal commissioner’s residence stands witness to a bond being formed. Director Shobha Bhagwat, teaching mantra and science to popularise science, believes that the lessons come from the book called life.

Kalpana Gupte

Kalpana, a cancer survivor and a teacher who has been well-demonstrated by these teachers. All these teachers have brought about transformation in the teaching process.
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With a mission to promote out-of-the-box teaching, Praasad Agashe cut his own hair and started a tuition centre to teach those who couldn’t learn. He has innovated effective methods to transform difficult concepts simple. He has developed tricks like riddles, puzzles and other science experiments to teach all the students.

Praasad Agashe has dedicated almost 8,000 hours towards teaching those who couldn’t learn. He charges a nominal fee. Our children do not have the strength to learn at an early age, said Agashe.

He believes that education should be enjoyable and that every child should be taught in their own style. He started his own tuition with the help of his innovative techniques and that is how Agashe’s performance looks after 30 destitute children.

Another solid effort by Agashe is inculcating the spirit of learning amongst children. He has also given lectures with his toys to 4,000 children and other subjects to students. The Indira Gandhi Award for Science Popularisation was conferred upon him by the Indian National Science Academy in 2002.

His school starts in July for those who couldn’t learn. His first book, Matchstick Makes Science, has been well-demonstrated by these teachers. All these teachers have brought about transformation in the teaching process.
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